4 way switch wiring diagrams

Dear Mr. Electrician: I need four-way switch diagrams so I can figure how to wire four-way
switches. Answer: Yes, four-way switch diagrams are below. The schematic diagram below
shows how all four-way switches are wired. The wiring diagram further down depicts another
choice of wiring method. In some countries the four-way is called an intermediate switch. The
white wires get spliced through. The red and black wires are connected to the four-way
switches. See the four-way light switch wiring diagrams above and below. Sometimes the
switch wiring connection diagram is printed on the inside of the four-way switch packaging box
See example below. Due to the proliferation of WiFi smart switches and electronic dimmers the
National Electrical Code now requires that a neutral conductor be installed in at least one of the
switch boxes. See Article This is easily accomplished by bringing the power feed into the switch
box instead of the ceiling light. It is not acceptable, and can be dangerous, to use the equipment
grounding conductor as the neutral connection for a smart switch. At one time there were
electronic switches and dimmers that were approved to connect the neutral of the switch to the
grounding conductor. That is no longer allowed. There may be some smart switches for sale
that do not require a neutral conductor to operate, but their functions may be limited. You must
use electrical boxes for your light switches that are approved for the number of wires and
devices that you will be installing. Keep in mind that each light switch will count as two wires
when calculating your box fill. In addition any clamps inside of the box will count as one wire.
Connectors that are outside the electrical box with only the locknut inside do not count as a
wire. An update in the National Electrical Code requires that all ceiling light electrical boxes
where a ceiling fan could possibly be installed must be rated for ceiling fan support. See article
Below is another method for wiring four-way switches. The electrical switch box that contains
the LINE and LOAD wires may need to be bigger than the other switch boxes, especially if there
are other wires going into the switch box. Whenever the white wire in a cable is not being used
as a neutral conductor, it must be re-identified with a different color other than white, gray, or
green. There is no limit as to how many 4-way switches can be used in a lighting switch circuit.
In the diagram above splices are made and a three conductor cable is installed between all the
switches. The white wire needs to be re-identified as a hot conductor because it is not being
used as a neutral in this installation. I usually use blue electrical tape for re-identification, but
any color besides white, gray, or green can be used. Some electricians will use a permanent
marker type pen to change the color. It is a different color screw from the other two screw
terminals. Sometimes there is only a switch wiring diagram printed on the inside of the 4-way
switch package box. The wiring connections on 4-way switches varies between manufacturers.
It is possible to bring all of the wiring into the ceiling light electrical box and wire your 3-ways
and 4-ways from there. It can get crowded with so many wires in the ceiling box so you must
use a larger size electrical box to be code compliant. Two cubic inches are required by the
National Electrical Code for each 14 wire. See Tables I have a diagram for all conductors in the
ceiling box on my 3-way switch diagram page. I did not include grounding conductors on the
4-way switch wiring diagrams in order to keep them simple. However each switch and metal
electrical box is required to be grounded. This is commonly achieved by splicing all of the
ground wires together and than adding a pigtail to them for each switch at that location. Click
here for my post on single pole light switch wiring diagrams. My wiring diagrams for switched
outlets might be useful to you. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to
function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and
security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any
cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used
specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are
termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. Sign in. Log into your account. Forgot your password? Privacy
Policy. Password recovery. Recover your password. Get help. The 4-ways are in between.
Four-way switch wiring schematic. A four way switch is added when there are more than two
switch locations operating the same light. Change Recessed Lights. Adding Bathroom Fan
Switch. TV is Copyrighted Material. All Rights Reserved. Electrician is a Registered Trademark.
TV does not use cookies to track your personal activity. Contact us: JohnG MrElectrician. Site
Map Disclaimer Privacy Policy. Cookies are used on this website to give you the most relevant
browsing experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. Close Privacy
Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the
website. Necessary Cookies are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of
basic functionalities of the website. Third-party Cookies Non-Necessary that help analyze and
understand how you use this website are utilized by advertisers. These cookies will be stored in
your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies.
However opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary

Necessary. Non-Necessary Non-Necessary. Dan has been a licensed journey-level electrician
for some 17 years. He has extensive experience in most areas of the electrical trade. That is to
say that any time you find a 4-way switch, there will also be two 3-way switches controlling the
same light fixture. Additional light fixtures do not require additional switches as long as they are
intended to all come on at the same time. Each such lighting circuit will contain two 3-way
switches and one or more 4-way switches the number of 4-way switches that may be used in
such a switching configuration is unlimited. Because there will always be 3-way switches
present it is necessary to understand how to wire a 3-way switch before attempting to
understand and use a 4-way switch. If you are doing anything more than simply replacing a
defective 4-way switch please examine the link on how to wire a 3-way switch before
proceeding; it will open in a new window that will return the reader here when it is closed. If, on
the other hand, you are simply replacing a 4-way switch in an existing circuit, the next section
will address that simpler task. Back side of 4-way switch. There are 4 places to terminate wire,
plus a green screw at the top of the switch for the green or bare ground wire. This switch has
screws at the sides as well as the holes in the back. Begin your task by turning off the power. M
ake absolutely sure the power is turned off before proceeding. Turn the light on and turn
breakers off or remove fuses one at a time until the light goes off. It's a good idea to apply a
piece of tape over the breaker handle; a second person, trying to turn the circuit back on to
restore lights in a different room, will realize there is a reason for it being off and not flip it back
on while you're working on the circuit. Remove the two screws in the cover plate and set them
aside along with the cover. There are two more screws holding the switch in place; unscrew
those and set them aside as well. Grasp the switch by the "ears" at the top and bottom and
gently pull it out of the electrical box, being careful not to touch the wires on the sides. Good
electrical safety practices dictate here that a voltmeter be used to double check that the circuit
is actually off; either use a non-contact voltage detector or a volt meter with one probe to each
of the side terminals one at a time while the other is touched to the green ground screw near
one end of the switch. You may have turned off the wrong breaker, the light bulb may have
burned out while you were away at the breaker panel or someone else may have turned it back
on. Make sure that the circuit is dead before continuing or touching any bare wire. There are
four wires that are terminated fastened to a 4-way switch, plus the green or bare ground wire. In
nearly every case these wires will enter the wall box in 2 separate cables. These cables will
probably contain at least one more wire each, but these extra wires are simply spliced together
in the wall box and do not terminate on the switch; there is no reason to disturb them at all
unless you wish to simply verify that the connections are firm. Remove the wires from their
terminations on the switch. If the wires are under the side screws, loosen those screws they
cannot be completely removed and bend the wire from under the screw. If the wires are pushed
into a small hole in the back of the switch, insert a small screwdriver or other tool into the slot
next to them; this will release the spring tension and allow the wires to be pulled out of the hold.
Fold the wires that were on the top of the switch up and out of the box, and the wires that were
on the bottom down and out of the box. This will be a reminder of where they are to be
terminated on the new switch, but if they get disturbed and you can't tell where they go, find
where each wire comes from. Although there may be two multi-wire cables entering the box
through the same hole in the electrical box, you will find two wires in each cable that go to the
switch. Two wires from one cable will terminate to the top two screws it doesn't matter which of
the top two screws is used for which wire and two from the other cable will terminate on the
bottom two screws. The last wire will be either green or, more commonly, completely bare of
insulation. This wire goes to the green screw located near the end of the switch and is the
ground wire. Modern electrical codes require this wire at every switch, but older homes may not
have it; if it is missing from your box, just leave that green screw empty. While it is quick and
easy to simply push the wires into the new switch, and most electricians do that in the interest
of saving time, it is preferable to put them under the screws as the springs in the holes will
loosen over the years and make a poor connection. Using needle nose pliers or other tool, bend
the bare end of the wire into a small circle, loosen the screws as far as they will go, and work
the wire under the screw head and around the screw in a clockwise manner if put on backwards
tightening the screw will tend to "unbend" the wire and it may come away from the screw.
Firmly tighten the screw and repeat for each wire. Terminate the ground wire onto the ground
screw if there is a ground wire present in the box. Insert the switch back into the box, neatly
folding the wires as you do so. Try to keep all the wires behind the switch, not alongside it.
Fasten the switch with the two screws provided, refit the cover plate using the same screws that
you carefully saved, and you're done. At the risk of being repetitious, make sure the power is off
before making any connections to an existing circuit. While some of the work being done will be
with wires that cannot be carrying power yet, there must come a time when connections are

made to what could be "hot" wiresâ€”be absolutely sure that that circuit is dead. For those
readers that will be installing a whole new circuit, and are unfamiliar with physically getting wire
from one place to another, an article on how to add an outlet contains valuable tips and
instructions on the process. The process of pulling wire through walls, ceilings and attics is the
same whether for lights or receptacles. The two wiring diagrams above are of a 3-way switch
setup and the same basic setup with a 4 way light switch added. While the physical location of
the 4 way switch may be anywhere, the electrical location of the switch is always between the
two 3 way switches. If additional 4-way switches are needed, they will also go between the
3-way switches. Electrically, the 3-way switches are always the first and last in the line of
switches. If you are not familiar with 3-way switches the link given near the top may be valuable
and is suggested reading. While other methods of physically getting the necessary wires to
each switch are possible see the article on wiring three-way switches , the National Electric
Code, article C, was changed to require a "neutral" white wire at each switch location whether it
is actually used or not. In general practice, the diagram above is most often used and is a good
guide for wiring a new 4-way switch circuit. When wiring in the 4 way switch it is most simply
described as simply cutting the two traveler wires the two wires that go between the two 3 way
switches and terminate on each switch and putting two wires from one switch on the top two
terminals of the 4 way switch while putting the other two wires from the other switch on the
bottom two terminals. The first of the two diagrams is taken directly from the article referenced
above; the second is merely that same diagram expanded to allow the addition of a 4-way
switch in the center. Each of the diagrams in the 3-way switch article can be treated the same
way; merely add the 4-way switch between the other two and terminate the traveler wires on the
4-way switch while making sure that there is a neutral in each box. Be careful hereâ€”some of
those diagrams make it nearly impossible to have the neutral wire in the box and were included
for those people working on older homes. New work, as opposed to simply replacing a switch,
must have the neutral wire in every switch box. Any extra wires passing between the two
switches normally one more wire is simply spliced in the 4-way switch box to continue on
uninterrupted. Make sure that the green or bare ground wire is always pigtailed out and
terminated on all switches. Using the diagram shown here a two-wire Romex cable black and
white wires is used to provide power to the first switch. From there, 3 wire cables black, white
and red are used between the switches, with a final 2 wire cable going from the last switch to
the light fixture. As can be seen, the neutral from the power in cable simply passes through
each electrical box, splicing as necessary, and ends up in the light fixture; in this manner, the
NEC code is satisfied with a neutral in each box. When terminating the wires on the individual
switches, the first, 3 way, switch has the black "power in" wire terminated on the "common"
terminal the screw is a slightly different color from the two traveler screws and two "traveler"
wires black and red from the 3-wire cable on the other two terminals. Plus, of course, a ground
wire; ground wires are "pigtailed" at each switch and terminated on the green ground screw of
the switch. Tug firmly on each wire while holding the nut in the other hand; if it's going to come
apart much better that it does so now rather than later, back in the box where you can't see it.
The second 4-way switch has two traveler wires black and red from the first switch terminated
onto the top two terminals, and two wires again black and red from the final 3-way switch
terminated on the bottom two terminals. Plus the ground. The white neutral wire is again simply
spliced straight through with a wire nut. The final 3-way switch has the two travelers from the
4-way terminated onto the traveler terminals and the black "switch leg" from the light fixture
onto the "common" terminal. Terminate the ground wire and again splice the neutral wires
without terminating them anywhere. A final word of caution; when buying switches, make sure
the switch amperage is rated at least as much as the breaker that turns off the power to the
circuit you are working on. A 20 amp switch can be used on a 15 amp circuit, but never put a 15
amp switch on a 20 amp circuit. Be careful when re-using older switches as some don't have a
ground terminal; current NEC code requires that every switch be grounded. Likewise, any new
wire used must match existing wire in size. A 20 amp circuit requires 12 gauge wire either or
while a 15 amp circuit may use 14 gauge wire or Content is for informational or entertainment
purposes only and does not substitute for personal counsel or professional advice in business,
financial, legal, or technical matters. Question: I have a switch that has 2, 3-way switches and 1,
4-way. I want to install an in-wall timer, what should I do? Answer: Three-way timers are
available from Amazon or other vendors. Many require a neutral wire, so make sure that is
available before purchasing. Question: I have three switch boxes connected with three wire
cable the middle box has a two-wire cable to the light. The power source is at one of the end
switch boxes. Can and how do I connect the wires for this four-way switch set up? Answer: It is
possible, though it won't meet current code. The power black goes to the common of the first
three-way with black and red going to traveler terminals. White splices to power neutral white

with a wire nut. Always make sure grounds are spliced together with a pigtail to the switch. At
the center box, with a four-way switch, black and red from the first box goes to two terminals
with the black and red going to the third box to the other two terminals. The white neutral
splices to the white to the light. In the third box, black and red are travelers with white going to
the common. This becomes a switch leg, hot when the light is on and should be colored
something other than white. The other end of that white switch leg, in the center box, needs to
be colored magic marker, black tape, some way to indicate it is NOT a neutral and splices to the
black going to the light. Current code requires a neutral in each switch box, and you won't have
one in the third box, which is why it will not meet code in most locations. Question: We have a
bedroom overhead LED light that went out the other night. It flickered on once after a few
minutes and then was out again. The three switches in the bathroom right next to the bedroom
also did not work when the bedroom light stopped working. We have tried to install a new light
switch receptacle and still nothing works. What could be going on here? Answer: It can only be
a guess long distance like this, but I would suspect that there is a poor connect from wherever
the power is coming from - likely another bedroom. Check to see if there is power anywhere on
any of the switches. If not, open the light fixture boxes probably have to remove the fixtures and
check there. If you find power anywhere, try and figure out how it gets to the switches and make
sure there is no bad connections. If you don't find any power anywhere it means either the
breaker is tripped or that it has been lost in another room. Repeat the process for any other
switches or fixtures anywhere on that circuit. The only time I've had LED lights glow without the
switch turned on was when used with an electronic dimmer. Wire installed next to another wire
will pick up some voltage, though. Millivolts is all I've ever seen, except in the case of
fluorescent light ballasts, though. I have 3 separate lights that are fed from the same circuit.
Two of the lights have are switched with two three way switches. The last light in the circuit has
zero voltage the light when it is switched off. Remember one of the lights fed with two three way
switches has zero voltage the light. He told me that the light without any voltage it with the
switch on is uncommon. Where is the voltage coming from? Sounds like you lost connection
when you added the new lights. Re-check all your connections and make sure something hasn't
come out of a wire nut. If you want the switches to control the new lights, they should be tied to
the same wires that the old light was. Can y'all help me with a 4 way switch issue? I have a
switch looped fixture with 3 switches after the power goes to the light first old style I know and I
added 4 additional light fixtures off the HOT and Neutral at the first fixture - and now only 2 of
the 3 switches can control the lights - the 3rd switch has absolutely no AC going to it at all really a head scratcher for me - I double checked all my connections - any of y'all have an idea
of my problem? Look for loose connections, breakers turned off and bulbs burned out. Test
with a meter that you have power at each switch, given that the preceding switches are
switched "on" test, flip switches and retest as there is no real "on". And finally, re-check again
that everything is wired correctly - it is really easy to mis-wire somewhere in a set of 3 and 4
way switches. How you doing I wired up exactly how you stated and the switches still will not
work any other suggestions. I had never thought of that but yes, understanding the logic of a 4
way switch system would be a great way to begin learning about control and logic circuits.
Confusing to me - but would have come in handy to show my boys when they were learning
about electrical circuits and switches at school last year! Good info, and nicely explained. Home
Appliances. Air Conditioners. Water Heaters. Home Improvement. Interior Design. Home
Furnishings. Home Decor. Lawn Care. Pest Control. Bed Bugs. Beneficial Organisms. Garden
Pest Control. Rock Gardens. Uses of 4-Way Switches 4-way switches are always wired in
conjunction with two 3-way switches. Related Articles. By Eugene Brennan. By Silas Still. By
Jerry Fisher. By Sheila Brown. By Caren White. Copyright Tim Carter. The most important screw
is the black one. Then watch the longer video below to see how to connect all the wires. A 3-way
switch wiring diagram is a simple drawing showing how to connect the wires to each of the four
screws on the 3-way switch. The black screw on a 3-way switch diagram is for the continuous
hot wire that comes from the circuit panel or for the feed wire that runs up to the light fixture.
Electricians call the continuous hot wire the line wire. They often call the other black wire that
goes from the other 3-way switch to the light fixture the load wire as the light bulb s are the
actual load or thing that's using the electricity. The traveler wires go on the brass screws.
Watch the video above to see how easy it is to connect them. It makes no difference what wire
goes on what screw at each switch. That's the best part. It's important to realize you must put
the line wire on the single black screw on the one 3-way switch. The line wire is the one that is
hot all the time. The black feed wire that goes to the light fixture is connected to the single black
screw on the other 3-way switch. Here's a 3-way wiring diagram I made back in the s on a very
crude version of Microsoft Publishing software. It's much better to watch the video above to
have a realistic 3-way wiring diagram. A point often overlooked is the traveler wires. These

wires connect to the brass screws on the switch. It doesn't make any difference how you
connect them at each switch. The white neutral wires are wire-nutted together and do not
connect to the switch. The same is true for the bare or green grounding wires. A 4-way switch is
always placed in between two 3-way switches. Watch the 4-Way Switch video below and pay
attention. You can have an indefinite number of 4-way switches in a circuit. They all must be
between the two 3-way switches. The last house I built for my family in Amberley Village, Ohio
had four switches in the kitchen controlling a few lights. You can see me operate all four
switches in the video below. Sign up to my newsletter to receive expert advice for your home!
Complete the form below and each week you'll get:. Great how-to videos here. Wire a 3-way
switch in seconds. Tim Carter. Publisher Name. A 4 way switch wiring diagram is the clearest
and easiest way to wire that pesky 4 way switch. I have a few of the most common ways in
wiring a 4 way switch to help you with your basic home wiring projects. I hope these light
switch wiring diagrams have helped you in your 4 way switch home improvement project. Hey,
doing it yourself is great but if you are unsure of the advice given or the methods in which to
job is done This site is merely a collection of how some people do home improvements. There
is no way we can anticipate every situation and we do our best to inform of any risks for each
job. Be sure to check local building codes for proper installation and permits. If in doubt, hire it
out. Want to turn a lamp on with a light switch? Sometimes it is handy to have an outlet
controlled by a switch. Step by step instructions on how to wire a switched outlet. Looking to
have an outlet be controlled by a switch? Follow my switched outlet wiring diagram to learn
how. Looking for ceiling fan installation wiring? All the diagrams needed to understand and
confidently install a ceiling fan. Wiring a Light Switch. How to Wire a Plug. How to wire a split
receptacle. Questions or Comments? Recent Articles. Visitor's Favorite Pages. A 3- way switch
is used on each end with one or more 4- way switches in between the two 3- way switches. It is
important to understand how these switches are wired before attempting to troubleshoot or
replace. Below is a conventional wiring diagram for a 4- way switch configuration. The diagrams
below show the conventional wiring for 3- way switches in a 4- way configuration.
Unfortunately, not all 3- way switches are wired the conventional way. If you have any problems
with these switches, it may be best to call an electrician. A four switch configuration will have
two 3- way switches, one on each end and two 4- way switches in the middle. In the diagrams
below, the first switch 3- way common terminal connects to line voltage. The first switch 3- way
travelers brass color connect to one pair of the second switch 4- way travelers black or brass
color. The other pair of the second switch 4- way travelers connect to one pair of the third
switch 4- way travelers. The other pair of the third switch 4- way travelers connect to one pair of
the fourth switch 3- way travelers. The fourth switch 3- way common terminal connects to the
load lights. Ground connection is not shown in these diagrams. Travelers can be wired in either
of these examples on 3- way and 4- way switches. Alternate 4- Way Switch Wiring. Question or
Comment? Toggling 4- Way Switches. Conventional 4- Way Switch Wiring 4- way switches have
four terminals each with two pairs of travelers one set usually black and one set usually brass
color. By code, the number of conductors allowed in a box are limited depending on box size
and wire gauge. Calculate total conductors allowed in a box before adding new wiring, etc.
Check local regulations for restrictions and permit requirements before beginning electrical
work. The user of this information is responsible for following all applicable regulations and
best practices when performing electrical work. If the user is unable to perform electrical work
themselves, a qualified electrician should be consulted. How to Read These Diagrams. The
wiring diagrams on this page make use of one or more 4 way switches located between two 3
way switches to control lights from three or more points. Several diagrams are included here
that can be used to map 4 way and 3 way lighting circuits depending on the location of the
source in relation to the switches and lights. Included are a 4-way dimmer switch diagram and
an arrangement that can be used to control room lights from four different locations. Check
here for 4 way switch troubleshooting and help with 3 ways switches here. For circuits that
control lights from two locations only, check the wiring diagrams at this link. In this basic 4 way
light circuit, 3-wire cable runs between all the switches and 2-wire cable runs from the last
switch to the light. The electrical source is at the first 3 way switch and the hot wire connects to
the common there. The circuit neutral is spliced at each switch box through to the light fixture
using the white wire. The black and red wires running between the boxes are connected to the
travelers on each switch. The common terminal on the 3 way switch at the end of the circuit
connects to the black wire running to the hot terminal on the light. Take note that the traveler
wires from SW1 are connected to the T1 pair on the 4 way switch and the travelers going to SW2
are connected to the T2 pair. Each pair of traveler terminals on the 4 way must be connected to
only one 3 way switch. Don't mix up the pairs or the circuit will not work properly. This diagram
illustrates wiring for a 4 way circuit with the electrical source at the light fixture and the

switches coming after. Two-wire cable is run from the light to SW1 and 3-wire cable runs
between the three switches. The source neutral wire is connected directly to the light fixture and
the hot is spliced to the white cable wire running to SW1. At SW1 it's spliced to the white wire
running to the 4 way switch box where it's spliced to the white wire running to common terminal
on SW2. The white wire is marked with black at each splice to identify it as hot. At SW1, the
common terminal is connected to the black wire running to the light fixture hot terminal. The
black and red wires running between the switches are used to connect the travelers on each
switch. Here the circuit source is at the first 3 way switch and the light fixture is between there
and the other switches. Three-wire cable runs between the light and all the switches. The source
hot wire is connected to the common on SW1 and the neutral wire is spliced through directly to
the light fixture neutral terminal. The black and red wires from SW1 are used as travelers and at
the light fixture they are spliced to the red and white wires running to the 4 way switch. The
black wire running to the 4-way switch is connected to the hot terminal on the light and at the
switch box it's spliced to the black wire from the common on SW2. The red and white are used
as travelers between the 4 way and SW2. The white wire is marked black at each end to mark it
as hot. This wiring shows the light fixture and the electrical source together in the same box
located between the switches. Three-wire cable runs throughout the circuit and the hot source
is spliced to the black wire running to the common terminal on SW1. The neutral is connected
directly to the light fixture. The 4 way comes right after the light fixture, but before the second 3
way switch, making it fall between the two 3 ways as needed. It could also be installed on the
other side of the light and the effect would be the same. The red and white wires from SW1 are
used as the travelers, at the light box they are spliced to the red and white running to the 4 way
switch. The white wire is marked black on both ends to label it as hot. The black wire running to
the 4 way is connected to the hot on the fixture and at the switch box it's spliced to the black
wire running to the common on SW2. The red and white wires running to SW2 are used as
travelers and again, the white is marked black on the ends. Here two 4 way and two 3 way
switches are used to control lights from four different locations. The two 4-ways are located
between the two 3-ways and the traveler wires run from SW1 to T1 on the first 4-way. T2 from
that switch is wired to T1 on the second 4way and T2 connects to the travelers on SW2. The
source is at SW1 and the hot wire is connected to the common terminal. Three-wire cable runs
between all switches and 2-wire cable runs from the last switch to the light fixture. The black
and red wires running between the switches are all used as travelers in this arrangement. The
white neutral wire from the source is spliced at each switch box to run it through to the neutral
on the light fixture. The black wire from SW2 is used to connect the common terminal to the hot
terminal on the light fixture. This is the wiring for a dimmer in a 4 way circuit. Three-wire cable
runs between all the switches and 2-wire cable runs to the light. To make this circuit work, a 3
way dimmer can be used in place of one, or both of the standard 3 way switches. In fact, a
dimmer can be used this way in place of any of the 3 way switches on this page. A 3 way
dimmer has 4 stranded wires: one common, two travelers, and a ground. These stranded wires
are spliced to the cable wires from the house circuit. On a dimmer like this, the common wire is
usually black and the travelers red. In any case, the traveler wires will be colored the same to
distinguish them from the common. In this diagram the source is at SW1 and the hot is
connected to the common terminal there. The source neutral is spliced at each switch box to
run it directly through to the neutral on the light fixture. The black and red wires running
between switches are used as travelers in this circuit. The black wire running to the light is used
to connect the common from the dimmer to the hot terminal on the light. The most likely cause
of circuit failure is an error in the wiring arrangement. Verify the circuit is wired correctly using
the following guidelines. A 4 way switch must be wired between two 3 way switches as shown
in the diagrams on this page. A 4 way switch has five terminals: one ground and 4 circuit
terminals divided into two matching pairs called travelers. Each pair of traveler terminals should
be wired to the traveler wires from one of the 3 way switches in the circuit. The travelers from
one 3 way can be wired to either terminal in a pair, but don't mix up the pairs on the 4 way or the
circuit won't work properly. In order for a 4 way circuit to work, the 3 way switches must be
wired properly at the beginning and end of the path. So be sure that the common terminal on
one of the 3 ways is wired to the hot source, and the common on the second 3 way is wired to
the the hot terminal on the load. Check to be sure the traveler wires only connect between the
traveler terminals on all the switches. A 4 way switch will only be connected to traveler wires,
never to a hot source or load wire and never to a neutral wire. Also, confirm that each pair of
travelers on a 4 way are only connected to one switch per pair. Check that the neutral from the
source is only connected to the neutral terminal at the load. A neutral wire will never be
connected to standard 3 way and 4 way switches, although some smart switches and timers
may make use of a neutral wire to operate the device. If you believe your circuit is wired

correctly and the lights still don't work, one or more of the switches may be defective. You can
test the switches using the procedure described below. If you have existing switches that stop
working, they may be worn out or the terminal screws may have loosened over time. With the
power off and the device removed from the outlet box, check that all connections are still tight
using a screwdriver. If the connections are made with clamps instead of screws, tug firmly on
the wires to be sure they are all still tight. If you have an old or new switch you believe was
wired correctly and the circuit still doesn't work, the switch may be defective. In these cases,
you can test the internal functionality with a simple procedure. Turn off the power and remove
the switch from the circuit by disconnecting the wires. Use a continuity tester or multimeter on
the Ohms setting to determine if it's conducting electricity properly. To test a 3 way switch,
connect one meter probe to the common terminal and the other to one of the travelers. Flip the
switch toggle one way and then the other. If the meter shows continuity with the toggle in one
direction and not the other, move the probe from that traveler terminal to the other one and test
again. If you find the second traveler shows continuity with the toggle in one direction and not
the other, the switch is probably functioning properly. If, however, you don't find any continuity
or constant continuity no matter where the probe is or how you flip the toggle, the switch is
likely defective and should be replaced. To test a 4 way switch, connect one probe to one
traveler terminal in a pair and the other probe to one traveler terminal in the other pair. Flip the
switch toggle and check that you find continuity in one direction but not the other. Move one
probe to the other terminal in its pair and test again for the same results. Move the second
probe to the other terminal in its pair and test both arrangements again. If you find alternating
continuity when you flip the toggle in all possible arrangements, your switch is probably
working properly. If you find no continuity or constant continuity in any of the possible
arrangements when you flip the toggle, the switch is likely defective. One note about this
procedure, if you are dealing with a smart electronic switch or timer, the internal circuitry can
not be tested in this way. For a 4-way light circuit to work, you need two 3-way switches and at
least one 4-way switch. If you want more than three locations to control the lights, you will need
a 4-way switch for each of those extra locations. Place all the 4-way switches between the two,
3-way switches. Connect the hot wire from the source to the common terminal on the first 3-way
and the hot wire from the lights to the common on the other 3-way. Connect the traveler
terminal between all the switches. Connect all ground wires to grounding terminals on all boxes
and devices. You can have as many 4-way switches as you like in a circuit to control lights from
as many locations or entries into a room as you need. To make it work, you just have to place all
the 4-ways between the two 3-way switches in the circuit. Placement of the switches is the key
to making these circuits work. Start with a 3-way switch at the start and a 3-way switch at the
end of the switch path. Connect the hot source to the common terminal on the first 3-way and
the hot wire from the lights to the common terminal on the second 3-way. Place each 4-way
switch, one after another, between the 3-ways. Connect all traveler terminals between the
switches and the circuit will work as planned. How to Read These Diagrams The wiring
diagrams on this page make use of one or more 4 way switches located between two 3 way
switches to control lights from three or more points. Wiring a 4 Way Switch with Light at the
End In this basic 4 way light circuit, 3-wire cable runs between all the switches and 2-wire cable
runs from the last switch to the light. Email Print. Home Page. Quick 4-Way Light Wiring For a
4-way light circuit to work, you need two 3-way switches and at least one 4-way switch. Wiring
Light Switches. Wiring for Ceiling Fans. Wiring Circuit Breakers. Leviton 4 Way Switch Wiring
Diagram â€” leviton 3 way switch wiring diagram, leviton 4 way light switch wiring diagram,
leviton 4 way switch wiring diagram, Every electric arrangement is composed of various diverse
parts. Each part ought to be set and connected with different parts in particular way. In order to
be certain the electrical circuit is built correctly, Leviton 4 Way Switch Wiring Diagram is
necessary. How can this diagram assist with circuit construction? The diagram offers visual
representation of an electrical arrangement. On the other hand, the diagram is a simplified
version of the structure. It makes the process of assembling circuit simpler. The first
component is symbol that indicate electrical element in the circuit. A circuit is usually
composed by various components. Another thing that you will find a circuit diagram would be
lines. Lines in the diagram show exactly how each element connects to one another. The
arrangement is also not plausible, unlike wiring schematics. Diagram only reveals where to put
component in a spot relative to other elements within the circuit. Despite the fact that it is
exemplary, diagram is a good basis for anyone to construct their own circuit. One thing you
have to learn before studying a circuit diagram is your symbols. Every symbol that is exhibited
on the diagram reveals specific circuit component. The most common elements are capacitor,
resistor, and battery. Additionally, there are other components like ground, switch, motor, and
inductor. At times, the wires will cross. Injunction of two wires is usually indicated by black dot

on the intersection of two lines. There will be main lines that are represented by L1, L2, L3, etc.
Colors are also utilised to differentiate cables. Usually, there are two chief sorts of circuit
connections. The first one is known as series connection. Due to that the electric current in
each and every component is similar while voltage of this circuit is total of voltage in every
component. Parallel connection is much more complicated compared to show one. Unlike in
string connection, the voltage of every part is comparable. It is because the component is
directly connected to electricity resource. This circuit consists of branches that are passed by
different electric current amounts. The current joins together when the branches meet. There
are several things that an engineer should pay attention to if drawing wirings diagram. To begin
with, the symbols used in the diagram ought to be accurate. It must represent the specific
component needed to construct an intended circuit. Meanwhile, the negative supply symbol is
place under it. The current flows from the left side to right. Along with that, diagram drawer is
suggested to limit the number of line crossing. The line and part placement should be made to
decrease it. But if it is unavoidable, use universal symbol to indicate whether there is a
intersection or when the lines are not actually connected. Because you can begin drawing and
interpreting Leviton 4 Way Switch Wiring Diagram may be complicated endeavor on itself. The
information and suggestions which were elaborated above ought to be a terrific kick start,
however. Leviton 4 Way Switch Wiring Diagram. Riding Lawn Mower Ignition Switch Wiring
Diagram â€” craftsman riding lawn mower ignition switch wiring diagram, murray riding lawn
mower ignition switch wiring diagram, riding lawn mower ignition switch wiring diagram, Every
electric structure is made up of various distinct pieces. Each component ought toâ€¦. Each
component ought to be placed and linked to other parts in specific mannerâ€¦. Gm 2 Wire
Alternator Wiring Diagram â€” gm 2 wire alternator wiring diagram, Every electrical structure
consists of various diverse parts. Each part ought to be placed and connected with other parts
in specific way. If not, the structure will not function as it oughtâ€¦. Related Post to Leviton 4
Way Switch Wiring Diagram Riding Lawn Mower Ignition Switch Wiring Diagram Riding Lawn
Mower Ignition Switch Wiring Diagram â€” craftsman riding lawn mower ignition switch wiring
diagram, murray riding lawn mower ignition switch wiring diagram, riding lawn mower ignition
switch wiring diagram, Every electric structure is made up of various distinct pieces. Kicker
Subwoofer Wiring Diagram. If more than three switches are needed, simply place more 4-way
switches between the three way switches. Instructions Please Note: To illustrate the 4 way
switch wiring, Switch boxes and Fixture boxes are not shown but are obviously required for
every application. These diagrams are shown as using the Type NM Cable wiring method. These
cables contain a ground conductor which is required for all applications as well. The ground
conductors are always bonded together to insure the integrity of the ground path. If you are
using metal boxes, the ground conductor must be attached to each box by using a threaded
ground screw or provided attachment. The frames of the switches which have a ground screw
are to be attached to the ground conductor as required. Please contact me if you have any
questions or comments regarding these diagrams. Do you recommend using push in type wire
connectors? Also when using a dimmer in a 4 way switch circuit can you place the dimmer in
any of the switch positions? Dave's reply: The push in connections are ok, except for 20 amp
circuits or high load devices that will be used, especially with outlets. The function of a 4-way
dimmer may depend on the type of dimmer you select and the switch wiring configuration as a
whole. Lutron dimmers are great when multiple dimmers are required. I was replacing a 4-way
switch that seemed to be burned out on one pole and still had problems. After using your web
sight and thinking through my problem, I realized that the old 4-way switches about 23 years old
did not conform to current standards. The inputs and outputs were side to side, respectively, in
stead of top and bottom as you show and how my new switch is designed. The old switch was
labeled line 1 on one side to help with orientation. You can see the confusion this creates when
you try to wire both an old style and new style switch in the same circuit. I eventually got it
right! I thought you might want to make a comment somewhere on the page mentioning the
different versions of these switches. Thanks for maintaining this site. It saved me. Thank you
Jim! Dave's Reply: Yes - there definitely is a difference with some 4-ways switches, especially
the older ones. Great to hear you got them working. The white wire of the cable going to the
switch is attached to the black line in the fixture box using a wirenut. The white wire becomes
the energized switch leg, as indicated by using black or red electrical tape. Ask a Question! The
electrical wiring adds additional wiring to the same principles of 3-way switching. This 4 way
switch diagram 2 shows the power source starting at the fixture. I bought a new switch. The new
switch has 4 terminals, two on either side, top and bottom. See How to Wire it Right! Estimated
Time: Depends on personal level of experience, ability to work with hand tools used for wiring
switches, and the available access to the project area. Electric Switch Parts and Materials:
Electrical parts and materials for wiring switches should be approved for the specific project

and compliant with local and national electrical codes. Electrical Codes and Inspections:
Installing additional electrical wiring for light switches should be done according to local and
national electrical codes with a permit and be inspected. Do You Need Electrical Help?
Summary: Fully explained 4 way switch diagrams. Electrical Wire Connections to Switches and
Outlets Do you recommend using push in type wire connectors? Different Types of 4-Way
Switches I was replacing a 4-way switch that seemed to be burned out on one pole and still had
problems. Helping You Wire it Right. Recent Testimonials I think your site offers the the clearest
and best electrical information for homeowners I have ever seen on the net. You have given me
confidence to do my own projects which I never had before. Paul, from Foxboro, Massachusetts
I wish I found this site earlier, it is by far the best electrical related resource I have found on the
web. George, from Scranton, Pennsylvania I love this site for an office worker that does not
know anything about electric wiring. Collin, from Grand Rapids, Michigan Thank you for
answering my question. I was able to get this done. This site is perfect. I am glad I found it.
Please keep it going. It is always a good idea to regulate lighting in large open spaces, where
people come in and come out all the time. The same goes for the stairs. Multiple light switches
should definitely be employed along the stairwell on each and every floor. If you would like to
have ten switches to control one light as an example , you will need two 3-way switches and
eight 4-way switches. All additional 4-way switches get connected in between 3-way switches as
well. This kind of arrangement is very convenient for bigger spaces with several doors. A
four-way switch is a special complex device that is composed of 5 screws or terminals in total,
which include: 2 common terminals, 2 traveler terminals, and 1 ground terminal:. These
switches are employed in circuits along with the linked 3-ways switches. In a 4-way switch, a
total of four screws or terminals are present to provide 2 sets of toggle locations. These toggle
locations will allow the current to use two pathways by which it can pass. When the switch is
placed in the upward position, the current will flow through one set of terminals and when it is
placed in a downward direction, it will pass through another set. In order to figure out which
terminals are linked, you can use an ohmmeter or multimeter for testing. Connecting wires may
look simple, but if you make the slightest mistake, you will put yourself into a dangerous
situation that could end up being fatal. If you are not sure about what you are doing, ask a
professional for assistance. Disconnecting wires from the main power source is a must and is
the first thing you should do before anything else. Just flip the appropriate breaker switch and
only then you can start working with wires. Wiring for a 4-way switch is not difficult to
accomplish if you avoid some basic mistakes one of which is connecting the wrong wires that
come from 3-way switches into a 4-way switch. The reason why this is a problem is that you can
do a very logical and obvious thing, but your light will not turn on. What am I talking about? The
wires that are in your white cable that connects the switches are color-coded. The terminals or
screws of the switch are color-coded as well. There could be more 4-way switches involved, but
in this setup, we will connect one 4-way switch in between two 3-way switches. Once you take
out the wires from the cable and start connecting them, you may end up with red traveler wire
going to the brass-colored screws or terminals and black hot wire to the black or dark colored
screws or terminals. Because this is logical, but NOT the right way to do it light will not work. In
order for the light to work properly, you have to install both wires red and black from the first
3-way switch on the brass screws or terminals and the same colored wires red and black from
the second 3-way switch â€” on the dark or black screws or terminals. The rest is quite simple
assuming that the first 3-way switch is connected already. In order for our light arrangement to
work, all is left to do is to connect white neutral wires, that come from both 3-way switches,
together and connect both of the ground wires as well while leaving a little piece to have it
connected to the 4-way switch. Can you use a 4-way light switch for more than 3 locations?
Connect them all and be comfortable shutting your lights on and off from any part of the kitchen
for example. Neutral or white wires of three-way switches should be connected together and
also the ground copper wire that is attached to the green terminal on the 4-way switch. Now you
will have only red and black or hot wires left. In the picture given above, a cable 2 wires with the
ground is being used and it is running from the light fixtures to the three-way switch. A
Three-wire cable with the ground or cable is employed to take power to the 4 way switch and
another cable is used for connecting the last 3-way switch where the circuit ends. In this case,
there is a cable running directly from the source of power to the 3-way switch, and a cable is
employed to run till the 4-way switch. After that one more cable is employed for connecting the
4-way switch to the second 3-way switch and then, finally, the cable is used for connecting with
the light or multiple fixtures in case of multiple lights. In this case, a cable is used to power the
4-way switch fixture first. Then, there are two cables leaving the 4-way switch fixture one cable
going to the first 3-way switch and the other one to the second 3-way switch. After that, a cable
is used to connect the second 3-way switch to the light fixture. In this case, a cable is used to

power the second 3-way switch fixture, first. Then, there are two cables leaving the second
3-way switch fixture one is cable, which is used to power the light fixture and the other one is
cable, which is used to connect the second 3-way switch to the 4-way switch. Then, a cable is
used to connect the 4-way switch to the first 3-way switch and that ends the circuit. Feel free to
download all schematics in PDF format. If you need multiple lights attached to this system, just
connect them together white wire to white wire and black to black. Here is an article to help you
with wiring a 4-way switch with multiple lights. Allam is an engineer by profession. Allam
graduated with honors from world-ranked universities and even won a gold medal. His
professional knowledge and expertise include but not limited to :. Aqeel is an Electrical
Engineer with experience in electrical systems. Turn your hand made drawing or your concept
into professional Auto CAD design by visiting his online services page. Affiliate Disclosure.
Even though we recommend products that we like, some of them are linked to our affiliate
partners that will pay us a sm
2010 jeep wrangler owners manual
chrysler pacifica fuel pumps
2007 dodge caliber parts diagram
all commission at NO cost to you! Accuracy Disclaimer. This information was collected from a
variety of sources and is subject to change without notice. Safety Disclaimer. This article is for
informational purposes only and is not intended to replace professional advice in any way. You
are using the information provided at your own risk which includes, but is not limited to,
maintenance or repair, operation, installation, and safety precautions. Save my name, email, and
website in this browser for the next time I comment. Our Blog About us. Wiring Switches. What
is a 4-way switch? Working with 4-way switches In a 4-way switch, a total of four screws or
terminals are present to provide 2 sets of toggle locations. This process is described in a better
way, below video :. At your service,. Allam Allam is an engineer by profession. Aqeel Chaudhry
Aqeel is an Electrical Engineer with experience in electrical systems. You may be interested in.
Legal Information. Back toâ€¦. Main Page Wiring.

